
 
 

Sustainable-Local-Seasonal-Community 
Thank you for considering us here at Olive Branch Farm for your 

wedding florals! We are a local, community-driven farm focusing on 
fresh, fragrant, seasonal, sustainable, and organically grown flowers 
that respect our planet by minimizing the carbon footprint of fresh 
flowers. You won’t find more beautiful, fresher flowers than those 
grown in your own community! 

Our philosophy is that everyone, regardless of budget, deserves a 
beautiful celebration full of local, fresh floral beauty. Our farm offers 
three package options with break downs for flowers and design for 
your wedding. Congratulations! We would love to partner with you to 
create your vision so you can look back with fondness on the beauty of 
your event for many years to come. 
Natalie Tegarden 
20135 NE 68th St. 
Vancouver, WA 98682 
natalie@olivebranchfarmwa.com 
www.olivebranchfarmwa.com 
(360)936-6540 
FB: Olive Branch Farm 
Instagram: olivebranchfarmwa 

mailto:natalie@olivebranchfarmwa.com
http://www.olivebranchfarmwa.com/


Wedding and Event Packages 

 
  DIY Buckets  
 

Our first level of fresh, local flowers straight from the farm to our 
customers is designed for those on a budget because we believe that 
everyone should have access to beautiful, fresh product for their 
celebration no matter their financial circumstance. This is our most 
base pricing with no frills attached and is the exact same product we 
use in our own design work and sell wholesale to local florists. Our 
buckets differ from other flower farms in that proper ratios of focal to 
filler are considered and are picked by our owner and certified florist, 
Natalie, exactly as she would choose in her own designing to give you 
the added advantage for success. This package is for those who want to 
step up with the time, effort and skill to DIY their own event. We can 
keep prices so affordable on these buckets because our time 
investment is minimal. DIY buckets are only available in the grow 
season from April-October and do not include design 
assistance/consultation, recipes for arrangements or delivery. (We do 
offer an optional and purchasable design video listed below that covers 
those needs.) What they do come with, is freshly picked and 
conditioned product specific to your color palette at a fantastic price! 
All buckets are available in half sizes.  

*Alternative import add-ons in our dormant season like roses, 
eucalyptus and ruscus are available by the bunch and listed in “florals” 
and “foliage” below.  
2, 3 or 5-gallon plastic bucket (Size depends on height of your blooms) 
comes with every bucket of product purchased and is automatically 
added to your order. This ensures you have clean buckets, conditioned 
water and prevents breakage from transfers- $8 each 



 

 

Florals: 
50+ stems of seasonal, assorted focal and filler flowers $98 (half bucket 
$55).  
These are offered in specific color palettes: 
White/Creams: This popular and traditional palette is clean, pure and 
classic. You will see some yellow in this palette with open faced blooms 
where stamens and pollen is yellow, as in cosmos. For closed faced 
blooms, juvenile tissue that hasn’t developed into open white petals 
will have a green/yellow hue in the center, as in dahlias. You will also 
see some off-whites possibly branching into the softest of creams in 
this palette for design purpose of creating depth and dimension within 
the palette. Adding our variegated foliage option helps break up this 
monochromatic palette to complement it and add visual interest. 
Blush/Pinks/Rose/Fuchsia: This palette has a wide range of hues from 
dusty rose to raspberry through bubblegum all the way to barely blush 
and creates depth within the tone to keep designs dynamic and avoid 
flatness that comes with a single shade. It is very popular for a 
romantic, feminine look as a stand alone or paired with 
champagne/peach, red/burgundy or purple palettes. Burgundy foliage 
options add even further dimension to make pinks pop.  
Red/Burgundy: This palette creates a dramatic and even classic look 
from deep blacks, burgundy and into cherry tones. A great stand alone 
that also pairs well with purple for a dramatic or gothic feel when 
combined with our burgundy foliage option. 
Champagne/Coral/Peach/Apricot: This palette has a wide range of 
tones from transitional champagnes that offer bridging between the 
colors, soft, muted peaches to more vibrant hues of apricot and coral. 
This palette looks great in every season, from bright spring emergence 
starting with our tulip crop, goes through summer and into a moody 
autumnal look with our dahlias and chrysanthemums. This palette pairs 



nicely with touches of blue/purple as accents and with our sunset 
buckets which adds depth to this lighter and softer palette. 
Sunset/Oranges/Rust/Cinnamon: My personal favorite palette, this 
color range moves from a true bright yet deep orange in our earlier 
seasons. It fades into an orange-brown fall feel which leans into heavier 
color saturation as the season progresses and is a true celebration of 
blooms and dynamic color. This palette pairs well with our 
champagne/peach palette in spring, purples in summer and offers a 
dramatic Bohemian palette when combined with our red/burgundy in 
fall for impactful color combinations. It is gorgeous in fall when 
combined with our burgundy foliage option. 
Sunflower Yellow: Our only palette defined in name by a specific flower 
but an easy visualization of the colors you’ll find in this bucket. 
Although sunflowers aren’t always in season, we can still execute this 
flashy color palette with a wide range of narcissus and tulip bulbs in 
spring and our summer and fall flowers. Think bright, colorfully joyous 
with heavy saturation in a range of butters, yellows to yellow-oranges. 
This palette contrasts nicely with red/burgundy or blue/purple accents. 
Blue/Lavender/Purple: This comprehensive palette offers colors 
ranging from spring blues to pinky purples, to deep royal purples to 
dusty tones. Of all our color options, this palette has the widest range 
of flower varieties and colors. A great stand alone that also looks great 
with red/burgundy in fall or really pops by adding a contrasting color of 
champagne/peach or sunflower yellow. 
Polychromatic: It’s often difficult to choose with so many amazing 
options available so our polychromatic palette literally has it all! A full 
rainbow of color gives a true seasonal abundance/garden-style feel to 
your event and fits with every décor and clothing palette. A true 
gardener or flower lovers’ choice. 
Import Roses: Import roses come in boxes of 25 stems and are 
premium florist grade roses in highly desirable colors. Petal count is 
very high, stems are straight and average 2’ long. -$150 
 



 

Foliage 
Salal: 50 stems of long-stemmed Salal greens are our most economical 
foliage, locally harvested, and are great fill for vased arrangements. We 
encourage all DIY projects to start with this low-priced option as the 
hidden foundation to any design for inexpensive woody structure that 
can be broken into multiple stems for your flowers to weave into for 
structure. Salal also provides a wide leaf cover for the base of your 
designing. -$60 (half bucket $30) 

Bucket of Greens: 50+ stems of seasonal, assorted greenery in fresh 
green and emerald tones which adds to the base of every arrangement 
as a secondary and more visible and textural layer and includes leafy 
greenery, aromatic herbs, as well as seeded or fruiting foliages. -$75 
(half bucket for $40) 
 

Add-ons: 
Variegated Foliage: This option is combined with our Bucket of Greens 
to offer foliage that has white or cream lacing, veining or splashes on 
the green foliage to add to our white palettes. It brings great cohesion 
and is offered at no additional cost, but supply is limited. 
Burgundy Foliage: This option is combined with our Bucket of Greens 
to offer foliage that has is burgundy like Ninebark, Smokebush and 
Hibiscus to add to palettes looking for dramatic impact. It goes 
especially well with pinks, reds and fall rusts and is offered at no 
additional cost but supply is seasonal. 
Vines: For brides looking for a cascading or draping effect we have 
assorted vines available in ten stem bunches. Large quantities of vine 
are not necessary to achieve a cascading effect, so quantities are kept 
low and manageable with a ten-stem bunch. Options are seasonal and 
based upon availability and could include jasmine, honeysuckle, 
clematis, hops, love in a puff, ivy, licorice plant and more. -$20  



Eucalyptus: Bunches are weighted and are 7 stems on average, but 
stems are very branchy and easily broken down into multiple pieces. 
Our optional design video provides a visual on size and how to break 
down and use eucalyptus as a table lay or in design. -$35 bunch 
Imported Ruscus: Bunches are 5 stems. Ruscus is generally 2’ or longer 
and can be broken down to a degree. Our optional design video 
provides a visual on size and how to break down and use ruscus as a 
table lay or out of water option. -$40 bunch 
Dried Bohemian Foliage: A wide range of tan toned foliage, grass and 
seed heads to pair with a boho style and comes in half bucket size 
based upon limitations of stock. -$70 
 
*All varieties listed above are examples and not necessarily the items 
that will come in your buckets. Bookings well in advance of your event 
ensure that we can pre-plant seasonal flowers specifically for you in 
your palette. Every flower or greenery has its own window of bloom 
that is timed by Mother Nature. We will include whatever is at its peak 
performance and try to stay within your color palette/personal style 
choice as much as possible at the time of your event. If you are curious 
about what flowers are in bloom in your color palette on your date, 
please go to our website at www.olivebranchfarmwa.com Look for our 
tab on seasonality which will provide pictures and ideas on what is 
usually in bloom in your wedding month. This library is new to us and 
still in the building process. Keep in mind that if you are looking at a 
photo of ‘Bachelor Buttons’ in blue that we do also grow this flower in 
white, pink, several shades of blue, dark purple and a frosted mix so 
even within our own picture library we grow many colors and varieties 
of each and every bloom that is listed within our library on our 7 acres. 
We offer costly/higher end flowers like peonies, orchids, stemmed 
succulents, air plants, wired and dried florals and garden roses when in 
season or in stock. All are sold by the stem for financial economy and 
are not included in the bucket price. We also include dinner plate 
dahlias in this category based more on usefulness. If you’re doing a 

http://www.olivebranchfarmwa.com/


project where you want one or two huge dahlias like blush Café au Lait, 
champagne Labyrinth, white Hakayou or rusty Sierra Glow, in a 
bouquet or large-scale arrangement, we offer those in single stems. All 
spendy blooms listed above can be added in small quantities for large 
impact. Please inquire about these specific blooms, and their seasonal 
availability if you would like them added. $3 and up. 
DIY Design Video: We offer a video tutorial on wedding design for DIY 
clients to use specifically with our DIY buckets.  Owner and Certified 
Florist Natalie, teaches you how to design (primarily centerpieces, vases 
arrangements and designed tablescapes with your florals and table 
lays). How to create recipes and calculate your floral order with 
recommendations on vases, candles, and centerpieces to help you be 
both successful and economical in your order. She also goes over where 
DIY is best used, and which pieces are more economical to hire a 
designer or are complex to the degree that they should be designed by 
a professional. We want to see you successful and this tool is designed 
for that purpose. -$40  
DIY Rentals: 
Cube Vases: While Mason Jars are very popular in DIY, for success in 
design and we do recommend cube vases. Details on this suggestion 
are outlined in our DIY Design Video. -$5-7 each based upon size. 
 
 

A la Carte 
If you don’t have the time, skills, or confidence to DIY your entire 

event but are still working on a budget then a la carte may be the right 
package for you! We always provide the same seasonal, fresh product 
to all our clients, but those choosing a la carte get the added benefit of 
one-one hour design consultation included. Our DIY buckets are still 
available to a la carte clients for specific projects you may want to 
tackle to stay on budget. This package offers professionally designed 
product of your choosing for things like bridal bouquets, bridesmaid 



bouquets or hoops, boutonnières, corsages, pet collars and floral 
crowns. You can also choose focal or centerpiece arrangements, cake 
flowers, petite posy arrangements and arches, arbors or chuppahs.  

*We can offer designed pieces in a la carte year-round by 
supplementing with imported product, but DIY buckets would not be 
available in our dormant season from November-April. 

*One consultation is built into A la Carte pricing. If additional 
consultations are needed, we do offer any additional at an hourly rate. 

*All arrangements come in our lowest tier of clear glass vases; 
however, upgrade purchases or upgrade rental vessels are available. A 
la Carte packages are priced to be picked up at the farm, but we do 
offer a delivery/set up option within 15 miles of the farm for an 
additional 15% fee. Further distances are optional for incremental % 
increases. All tear down, venue clean up and cleaned rental returns 
within 5 days are the client’s responsibility in the a la carte package.  

*For DIY bucket costs as an add-on to the la carte package see 
above DIY package pricing. 

 
Personal Florals 
All prices listed are general since every piece is unique to each event, 
flower selection, season, and color palette. “And up” represents higher 
cost flowers like garden roses, peonies, orchids or gardenias or labor-
intensive design for cascading bouquets or increased sized pieces. 
Upgraded vases, silk ribbons or extra ribbon treatment also increase 
price.  

 
Bridal bouquet: 
Classic round in all farm florals and optional draping foliage. -$200 
Classic round with added roses or peonies (in season only). -$250 
Cascading bouquet. Prices go up based upon shape, size, and 
ingredients. -$350 
 Add ons: extra ribbon treatments, streamers, or raw silk ribbon 



  
Bridesmai Bouquet: Bridesmaid bouquets reflect the bridal bouquet 
ingredients and shape but are half the size. -$100-125. 
Bridesmaid Hoop: Florals cluster and ribbon on a gold or silver hoop 
base. -$85  
 Add ons: extra ribbon treatments 
Toss bouquet: Half the size of a bridesmaid’s bouquet. We do 
recommend extra streamers to enhance the visual impact when 
thrown. -$50 
Boutonnières: Pinned.-$18 Pocket Square.$25 
 Add ons: magnetic pins -$2 (Not to be used on any individual with 
a pacemaker.) 
Wrist Corsages: Basic elastic band.-$45 Prices go up by $5-10 with 
upgrades to a jewelry base. 

Add ons: rhinestone, pearled bands, or metal jewelry cuffs 
(options include gold, silver, copper and rose gold plating) 
Pin on Corsages:  Include a coordinating ribbon bow. -$40 
Adult Flower Crown: -$95  
 Add ons: extra ribbon treatments, streamers 
Small Flower Girl Crown:  
$75  
 Add ons: extra ribbon treatments, streamers 
Hair Flowers:  
$25 and up 
 Options include individually wired flowers, combs, pins, and 
headbands 
Floral confetti: A mix of fragrant dried florals including rose petals and 
lavender for flower girls to sprinkle down the aisle. Can be used in place 
of rice or birdseed for throwing or can be provided as a thank you favor 
for guests. Makes a great display on plates in organza bags or in a 
trough with paper cones and scoop at the entry of the ceremony space. 
Creates fantastic photo opportunities when thrown by guests at the 
new couple after the ceremony. -$20/gallon bag. 



Herbal Favors: Plated herbal sprig set at each guest place setting. $1 
per plate. 

 
Ceremony and Reception Flowers  
Focal Arrangement: Large -$150  Medium -$95 
Centerpieces/petite posy arrangements: $65 and up 
Bud Vases: For budget economy we rent many types and colors of bud 
vases and vintage bottles modeled after apothecary jars, and wine and 
spirit bottles. We recommend they be combined with table lay 
greenery. Details on this suggestion are outlined in our DIY Design 
Video. Rented in groupings of 3 or 5.- $22-35 
Votives: As an accessory to your bud vases or bottles we offer LEDs in 
different sizes, options, mercury glass and more to add light and sparkle 
to your décor without the expense of purchasing. Prices vary starting at 
$6 each 
Cylinder vases with LED candles: Another great DIY option to 
intermingle with florals as centerpieces to stay on budget and add 
ambiance with soft flickering light into the evening. 3 in varying heights. 
-$45 
All prices above start in our least expensive glass vase rentals. We do 
offer vase rental or purchase upgrades in assorted glass, crystal, vintage 
bottles, compotes, antique silver, ceramic, metal, metallics, birch wood, 
mercury glass, urns, pedestals, candle holders and more at the a la 
carte level. Any rentals must be returned clean, without chips or 
breakage within 5 days. *Full retail replacement fees, and cleaning fees 
apply for damaged, dirty, or missing items and prices will be noted 
individually in your personal proposal. 
Loose Organic Cake Flowers of three edible focals, two sprays of 
smaller blooms and three stems herbal greenery provided to the baker. 
-$25. 
With added design, add $20 



*Options on cake flowers are limited as we only offer edible flowers 
and herbs as greenery which are grown organically from our own farm 
to ensure the health of your guests. 
Greenery Garland: Starting price is full and lush Salal base. -$125 and 
up per 5’ length. We offer additional supporting greens like fern, 
eucalyptus, etc for small price add ons of $20 each per 5’. 
Loose Table Greenery: 
Eucalyptus: Bunches are weighted and are 7 stems on average, but 
stems are very branchy and easily broken down into multiple pieces. 
Our optional design video provides a visual on size and how to break 
down and use eucalyptus as a table lay or in design. -$35 bunch 
Imported Ruscus: Bunches are 5 stems. Ruscus is generally 2’ or longer 
and can be broken down to a degree. Our optional design video 
provides a visual on size and how to break down and use ruscus as a 
table lay or out of water option. -$40 bunch 
Aisle or pew décor: Prices start at $15 for greenery and ribbon. 
Gold Hoop or Walnut Stained Arbor: -$125 rental 
Standard Floral Cage: Most hoops or arbors use two to three cages. -
$250. 
Arbors, chandeliers, pipe and drape, fabrics, linens, candelabras, 
candlesticks, sign swags, hanging garlands, armatures, barrel tops, 
garden urn drop ins, chuppahs, and more: Prices vary. We rent and 
source many structural décor items like arbors, hoops, chandeliers, 
barrels, garden décor urns and more that are discussed during 
consultation. 
Wood Signage: We make and sell individualized wood entry signage 
with wording of your choice, stands for entry signs and floral décor to 
decorate them. -$125 and up 
Memory Frames: Gold and glass wall hanging frames which include 
dried florals from your wedding with couples’ names, wedding date or 
wording of your choice as a keepsake to decorate your new home 
together. -$40 



Christmas Ornaments: Clear glass orbs filled with dried florals from 
your wedding with wedding date as a keepsake. -$12 
Delivery/Set Up: Delivery/set up is available within 15 miles of the farm 
for an additional 15% of your total price. Additional mileage will 
increase the charge based on distance with a maximum distance of 100 
miles from the farm. Clean up/tear down is only available in our full-
service package. 
 

 
Full Service Weddings 

 
For those clients who want a completely hands-off and stress-free 
event where your vision is executed by a skilled, trained, and 
experienced professional then a Full Service wedding is the option for 
you. This is our most comprehensive package where our time and skill 
investment increases and does have a financial minimum of $4,000. We 
provide you with an initial consultation where all your florals are pre-
planned together, which includes a personalized mood board after 
consultation and booking. All florals are professionally designed, 
delivered, set up and removed for you by our experienced and skilled 
staff. We follow up with a second consultation here at the farm to go 
over vase and décor items and finish with a third consultation at your 
venue with your coordinator for a seamless, stress free and 
professional event. For full-service clients we do offer several arbor 
style rentals which we install and tear down in wood, or metal in 
assorted shapes including rectangular, hexagonal and hoop designs. We 
have several rental options including candle chandeliers, barrels, and 
hoops. Full Service widens the range of services we provide for you 
from a design perspective and can encompass décor to include 
overhead lighting, candelabras, linens, plated décor, table numbers, 
seating chart displays, large scale designs like tree wraps, clouds and 



projects that require scaffolding or scissor lifts. Full Service packages 
are extremely individual, and quotes are available on an individual 
basis. We do offer a “Forget-Me-Not” service for Full Service clients 
where any florals left at the event at the end of the night are removed 
by our staff and delivered next day to a local adult care home or 
retirement community. It’s a great way to see your florals receive an 
extended life by support seniors in your community to make their day 
as beautiful as yours was! 

*Full Service is available year-round, but we do supplement with 
imported product during our dormant season from November-March. 

 *The Full Service option is limited to one client per month for the 
2023 wedding season and requires at least six months notice. 
     
      

What’s Next? 
Once you have decided which package works best for you, we ask that 
everyone fill out our entry Couples Questionnaire. Through this 
document we confirm your date is available and gain an understanding 
of your vision prior to your initial consultation.  
 
DIY only clients submit their orders during a phone call or zoom 
consultation.  A signed contract and 50% retainer to reserve your date.  
 
For A La Carte clients, we schedule a zoom consultation to create your 
personalized plan then submit a written proposal via email for your 
approval followed by a signed contract and $250 retainer to reserve 
your date. We add a secondary phone consultation 60 days prior to 
your wedding to finalize any last-minute details, arrange pick up or 
delivery time then invoice any remaining balance due no later than 30 
days before the event. 
For Full Service clients we start our process with a zoom consultation 
followed by a written proposal via email. Upon approval, contract, and 



$1000 retainer, we reserve your date and provide a mood board to give 
you an idea of how your event will look as well as florals that will likely 
be in season on your event date. We offer a secondary in person 
consultation at the farm to decide on décor selection with a third 
consultation at your venue with your coordinator and venue staff to 
execute a seamless and cohesive event. We review and make changes 
60 days prior to your wedding to finalize any last-minute details, 
arrange delivery time then invoice any remaining balance due no later 
than 30 days before the event. 
      We handle the rest. 
 

Additional Services 
 
Photography Sessions 
As a closed to the public farm, we reserve on-farm experiences, save 
the date or engagement photo sessions to our floral wedding clients 
only. If you have purchased an A La Carte or Full-Service package from 
us, you may also want to add on a session for a farm visit to add 
beautiful backdrops to your event photos. Sessions are $60 for a two-
hour maximum time slot which includes a wrapped bouquet as our gift 
to you! Only one session is available per client. Rules for photo sessions 
are very specific so that our flower crops do not get damaged in the 
process and are also limited to wedding clients and their photographers 
only. Pets or children may be allowed on an individual basis. We do 
offer recommendations for preferred photographers if needed. This 
option is only offered during certain seasonal windows when our 
flowers are at their best for you! Prebooking is critical, contact us for 
scheduling options. 
 
Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for considering Olive Branch 
Farm for your event where we understand just how special each of our 



clients are, while wanting to inclusively offer beautiful and fresh, 
sustainably grown, local florals to everyone within our community.  

 

Congratulations! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


